GROUPS COSTA DA MORTE (6 days / 5 nights)

Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe ***

•
•
•

Hotel located in the center of Laxe, in front of its spectacular beach.
Inaugurated in 2018.
Rooms with complete bathroom, LCD TV, air conditioning, heating, safe, telephone and free WIFI.

Rúa Rosalía de Castro, 64. Laxe (A Coruña)
Info & Reservations: 0034 881098207 / reservas@vidahoteles.com
To facilitate the organization of your groups, from the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe we provide you with
a complete program to get to know the Costa da Morte, with Laxe as the base of operations. The
program is always in Half Board (breakfast and dinner with drinks included).

Day 1: Arrival in Laxe. Check-in at the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe

- Taking advantage of the fact that we are just 40 meters from the promenade and the beach, free time for people to
stretch their legs around the village of Laxe and have a drink on one of the terraces looking at the sea.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 2: Breakfast and departure to visit A Coruña and different areas of Costa da Morte

- After breakfast we head to the city of A Coruña, visiting the most popular places and having lunch (2:00 pm) in a
restaurant in the city (it is up to you).
- In the afternoon, after lunch (4:00 p.m.), departure to Buño (44 km / 40 minutes by coach from A Coruña), where
we will do a guided visit to the Forno de Forte Ecomuseum (Free guided tours T 981 711 520), to learn about the
traditional life of the potters (oleiros) of Buño, and where you can buy unique examples of this type of pottery.
- From Buño we go to Malpica (8 km / 10 minutes by coach), one of the most typical fishing villages in Galicia, where
we walk through the fishing port and the promenade of its Mayor Beach, getting lost in its narrow streets of great
charm.
- Return to Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of Costa da Morte

- Our first visit is the fishing village of Camariñas (26 km / 28 min from Laxe), the heart of the Costa da Morte, famous
for its bobbin lace, and the impressive Cabo Vilán Lighthouse, the first electric lighthouse in Spain, which serves as It
helps the huge maritime traffic that passes through this area.
- From there we go to Muxía (26 km / 30 min from Camariñas), which is kilometer 0 of the Prestige disaster. There is
the famous Sanctuary of Barca, in the middle of the rocks and on top of a rough sea, where the legends say that the
Virgin Mary appeared on a boat, hence her name.
- Lunch can be done at the Restaurant Insua de Cee (T 981747575 is in your hands).
- After lunch we will visit Cape Fisterra (14 km / 15 min from Cee), where people will be amazed at the immensity of
the Atlantic Ocean from “The Land’s End”, as the ancient Romans considered it.
- After visiting Cabo de Fisterra, we will stop in the town of Fisterra, where we will visit the Museo da Pesca (€ 1 / pax
T 673423174), where Manolo López explains in great detail the history of the different fishing arts.
- On the way back to Laxe, stop at the town of Corcubión (12 km / 15 min), declared a Historic-Artistic Site since
1985, to take a walk and lose yourself in its streets.
- Return to Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 4: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of Costa da Morte

- Our first visit is Castro de Borneiro (10 km / 15 min from Laxe / last 300 meters walking on a dirt road), inhabited
since 500 years before Christ, which was never Romanized and which clearly shows how our ancestors lived in that
time.
- Later, we will make a guided visit to the Dolmen of Dombate (2.5 km / 5 min from Castro de Borneiro), a mortuary
monument from the Neolithic era (2700 years BC) and considered the cathedral of megalithism in Galicia.
- From there we go to Vimianzo (12 km / 12 min) to take a free guided visit to the Castle of Vimianzo, witness to the
feudal past of the valley and to the ethnographic complex of the Batanes de Mosquetín (Adriana 657330911).
- Lunch can be made at A Lagoa Restaurant, in Vimianzo. (T 981716113)
- In the afternoon, we can visit the Ézaro Waterfall (the only river in Europe that flows into a waterfall), take a guided
visit to the Electricity Interpretation Center (contact: Ada 662346927) and the Ézaro Viewpoint, where we will be
amazed by the beautiful views of the Ría de Corcubión.
- We will finish this walk through Carnota (12 km / 15 min), where we can visit the largest granary in Galicia.
- Return to Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 5: Breakfast and departure to visit Santiago de Compostela

- We can visit the Cathedral of Santiago, the old town, the monumental area, attend the pilgrim’s mass (if there was
one that day), take a guided tour (if interested), …
- That day you would have to have a meal in Santiago de Compostela (we could help you with the restaurants that
work groups in Santiago de Compostela).
- After lunch, free time to walk around Santiago, buy souvenirs, …
- In the middle of the afternoon, we return to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 6: Breakfast and departure to the point of origin

